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Payload control + 
Flight Dynamics
* Preparation of the 
commands of the thruster
* Storage, transcription and 
analysis of flight data
* Orbit restitution and 
trajectory planning
* Ground stations visibility 
planning
* Operations of the satellite
* Data retrieval and dissemination
* Commands retrieval and execution


















Launch date: 07 November 2021
Object name: R2
NORAD-ID: 46913 
Platform: design based on the M6P platform
Size: 6U
Manufacturer: NanoAvionics
Payloads: from Exotrail – a high-thrust, electrical Hall Effect Thruster – and 
a RF payload
Launch parameters
Altitude: 571 km     - Inclination: 36.9° - Eccentricity: 0.001
Ground station networks
• Due to the low inclination, NanoAvionics-owned stations do not have 
visibility.
• Leaf Space provided communication through their Leaf Line GSaaS with 
stations in Italy and in New-Zealand.
Mission objectives for the thruster payload
• Main objective: configure the thruster for a firing and perform an ignition 
with nominal parameters.
• Bonus: Perform altitude change significant enough to validate orbit 
phasing and plane change.
NanoAvionics
They are the satellite manufacturer and operator of the mission. As such 
they performed LEOP, platform monitoring and control, and are in direct 
contact with the ground station provider and the payload operators. They 
provide the interface to control the payload, send data to and acquire data 
from the GS and make it accessible to the payload operators.
Exotrail
Using their ExoOPS™ line of products, they are monitoring their thruster and 
planning maneuvers which are translated to commands. These commands 
are sent to NanoAvionics to be integrated into the telecommands to the 
satellite. In addition, expected TLE after a maneuver is generated and used to 
steer the antennas. Also, thanks to GPS data, they are providing orbit 
restitution with a better accuracy and less delay than SpaceTrack.
Leaf Space
Through their Life Line GSaaS offer, they provide TT&C services through a 
distributed Ground Station Network. They provide an optimized schedule of 
passes 72 hours in advance based on positioning information transmitted by 
NanoAvionics through APIs or automatically retrieved from Spacetrack.
Orbit determination
➢ Robust to firings allowing low-thrust maneuvers detection
➢ Efficiently tracks the satellite - up to 120 km along track difference 
with Spacetrack TLE
➢ Enable to monitor the thruster performance – data precise enough 
to be consistent
Post-processing of the data
If enough data is available, thruster acceleration is 




Propagation of the orbital state
Computation of the predicted covariance matrix after the propagation
Measurement Update
Computation of estimated measurements
Computation of the measurement covariance matrix
Computation of the state-measurement cross-covariance matrix
Computation of the Kalman gain
Update of the state vector
Update of the covariance matrix
New measurement fed into ExoOPS™
















ExoOPS™ allows to generate operation-ready TLEs 
enabling mission planning and operations of a small 
satellite equipped with propulsion
Need for good orbit propagation features 
Need for advanced orbit restitution capabilities
Figure: R2 before shipment























Figure: schematic of the orbit determination data flow Figure: TLEs are not sufficient to 
operate a small satellite performing 
low thrust maneuvers
Figure: Smoothed orbital elements are 
used to assess thruster performance
Impact of propulsion on satellite operations
Figure: Waterfall charts without (left) and with (right) orbit 
determination with GPS data
Waterfall charts are used to assess the quality of the RF link
➢ OD from GPS data dramatically improves the quality of the link
TLE generation
Generate TLE from osculating element and satellite model 
update
Propagation and TLE generation
Propagate the satellite with maneuvers and generate 
updated TLE after each maneuver (even without 
positioning data)
State estimation Mission planning
Good knowledge of the position is required to perform mission planning, 
especially pass planning which is time-sensitive
